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Abstract
The primary objective of the EC-MAST III project PROMISE ŽPre-Operational Modelling In
the Seas of Europe. is to develop a framework to optimise the application of existing pre-operational dynamical models of the North Sea in order to quantify the rates and scales of the
exchange of sediments between the coast and the near-shore zone. This framework should also be
applicable to other coastal areas and for broader management applications. One of the components
of this framework is the development and the dissemination of a spectral wave model capable of
dealing with shallow water conditions and with the interaction between tide and waves. At the
beginning of the project, it was opted to improve the capabilities of the WAM-Cycle 4 model, a
model which is considered state of the art at least for deep and intermediate water depths. Three
milestones were set: waves on shelf scale, waves on coastal scale and waves interacting with tides
on coastal scale. Waves on shelf scale have been studied through an intercomparison exercise
between different implementations at the different participating institutes. For wave modelling in
coastal regions where usually shallow water conditions prevail and high spatial resolution is
needed, considerable enhancements to the WAM-Cycle 4 model have been made so that the model
has become practically applicable. Waves interacting with tide forms the last part. This part of the
study is still in progress and will be completed by the end of the 3-year PROMISE project. The
wave influence on suspended sediment transport on a regional scale is discussed, notably the
approximation of wave effects in the process description. The resuspension and deposition of
sediments is represented by a pragmatic and efficient approach to include wave effects through the
characteristic influences of wind variations, shielding effects and wave attenuation. Data are
essential for wave modelling verification as for any other modelling verification. Both the use of
data from the far field and the near field are discussed. An overview is given of the data sets that
will be disseminated through the PROMISE project. These sets include data available from mainly
national research campaigns supplemented by data from remote sensing and model data. These
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data sets are expected to provide useful information for the research community to test their
models. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The primary objective of the EC-MAST III project PROMISE ŽPre-Operational
Modelling In the Seas of Europe. is to develop a framework to optimise the application
of existing pre-operational dynamical models of the North Sea. The aim is to quantify
the rates and scales of the exchange of sediments between the coast and the near-shore
zone. It is intended that this framework will be utilised subsequently for broader
management applications in other coastal areas. PROMISE started early 1996 and will
end early 1999.
The work is structured into four components: observations ŽO., rationalising existing
models ŽR., wave modelling ŽW. and turbulencersediment modelling ŽS.. Here, the
focus is on wave modelling with links to the other components, in particular to the
approximation of wave effects on suspended particulate matter ŽSPM. behaviour and the
data needs for model performance assessment.
For the W-component, the objective is to develop methodologies for application of
existing third generation Ž3G. models in shallow water, including numerical improvements to enable high resolution shelf applications and the introduction of interactions
associated with tidal and storm surge dynamics, ultimately for use in SPM-modelling.
The three milestones for the wave component in PROMISE are the establishment and
dissemination of model codes for the following:
Ø Waves in the North Sea—shelf scale,
Ø Waves in shallow water—coastal scale, and
Ø Combined waves and tides in shallow water—coastal scale.

2. The WAM model
At the start of PROMISE, WAM-Cycle 4 ŽKomen et al., 1994., a ‘state-of-the-art’
spectral wave model for deep and intermediate water depths, was the only model
available in the public domain and was therefore selected as the primary wave model for
use in the project. Moreover, in the PROMISE research groups, considerable experience
with this model existed. Recently, the SWAN-model ŽRis, 1997; Ris et al., 1997; Booij
et al., 1998. has also become publicly available. The basic principles of SWAN are
similar to that of WAM. One of the major differences is the implicit treatment of the
propagation terms in the transport equation, resulting in an unconditionally stable
propagation scheme.
WAM in its original form ŽGunther
et al., 1994. is a third-generation Ž3G. wave
¨
model, which calculates the evolution of the wave energy spectrum by an explicit
method, without any prior assumptions about its shape. It represents the physics of wave
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evolution in accordance with present day knowledge for the full set of degrees of
freedom of a 2D wave spectrum. It solves the action density balance equation, expressed
in terms of wave energy, for the case of steady depths and currents. The basic equation
in cartesian co-ordinates then is:
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where F Ž x, y; s , u ; t . is the wave energy spectrum, t is the time, s is the intrinsic
angular frequency, u is the wave direction measured clockwise from true north, c x , c y ,
are the propagation velocities in geographical space, cs and cu are the propagation
velocities in spectral space Žfrequency and direction.. The left-hand side of the above
equation represents the local rate of change of wave energy density, propagation, and
shifting of frequency and refraction due to variation in current and depth. The right hand
side represents all processes for generation and dissipation of the waves, including wind
input Sin , white-capping dissipation Sds , non-linear quadruplet wave–wave interactions
Snl and bottom friction dissipation S bf .
The model can be applied to deep Žwave characteristics not dependent on water
depth. and shallow water Žwave characteristics dependent on water depth., can include
depth and current refraction Žsteady depth and current field only., and can be set up for
any local or global grid with prescribed topographic data. Nesting of grids is also
possible. The boundaries of a nested ‘fine’ grid must be defined such that the corner
points of the ‘fine’ grid coincide with nodes on the ‘coarse’ grid. In a coarse grid
simulation, the computed spectra are stored at the boundaries of the fine grid. This
information is interpolated in space and time to boundary points and subsequently used
as boundary conditions for the ‘fine’ grid model. The ‘fine’ grid can, in turn, be treated
as a ‘coarse’ grid allowing further grid refinements.
Propagation of wave energy can be computed on either a spherical or a cartesian grid.
The model outputs many wave parameters, including significant wave height, mean
wave direction and frequency, the swell wave height and direction, wind stress fields,
wave-induced stress, and the drag coefficient at each grid point at chosen output times.
At selected grid points and output times, 2D wave spectra can be obtained. The model
allows for interruptions and restarts of the simulations.
For the source term integration and the propagation of wave energy, different
numerical methods and time steps are used. An implicit second order time centered
scheme is used for the source term integration and a first-order upwind flux scheme for
propagation. The propagation time step Ž D t prop . can be chosen arbitrarily, but must be a
multiple of 1 min and fulfil the Courant condition. The source term integration time step
Ž D tsource . must be less than or equal to the propagation time step and also has to be a
multiple of 1 min. The ratio of D t proprD tsource has to be an integer greater than or equal
to 1. Further details can be found in the WAM User Manual by Gunther
et al. Ž1994.
¨
and in ŽKomen et al., 1994.. The official WAM model code is disseminated by the
Max-Planck-Institut fur
¨ Meteorologie, Hamburg, Germany. The model is regularly
updated to incorporate the latest results of research and is available to the entire research
and forecasting community. It is understood that results achieved with the model are
made available in return to the wave modelling group. Registered users of the WAM-
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model are automatically informed when changes have been made or when a new cycle
of the model is available.

3. Waves—shelf scale
3.1. Wam model implementations— North Sea
To determine the sensitivity of model results to differences in the details of model
implementations Žgrid resolution, model area, bathymetry and wind forcing., an exercise
was set up to compare implementations of the WAM-Cycle 4 model for the North Sea.
Table 1 specifies the different implementations considered for the intercomparison Žsee
also Fig. 1.. The KULeuvenrMUMM cartesian grid is based on rectangular co-ordinates
on a stereographic projection, see Luo Ž1995.. Both the KULeuvenrMUMM cartesian
and spherical grid implementations do not use external wave boundary forcing. All
waves are generated within the domain. For applications in the southern North Sea, this
is an acceptable approach since all swell waves that can reach this area, i.e., swell waves
travelling from north to south, are generated inside the model domain. It is evident that
this approach is not appropriate for wave forecasts or hindcasts along the west coast of
England or Norway. For these regions, either the Atlantic Ocean has to be included in
the domain or boundary conditions from an encompassing model, including such waves,
have to be supplied. The CMrGKSS results were extracted from the WASA data set,
covering 40 years Ž1955–1994. of wave hindcasts ŽThe WASA group, 1995; Gunther
et
¨
al., 1998.. The POL fine grid was nested in a coarser grid extending from 47.838N to
63.178N, and from 12.258W to 13.258E with a 0.338 and a 0.508 resolution Žabout 36
km. in latitude and longitude, respectively. At the boundary of this continental shelf
model, wave spectra from the UKMO second generation operational global model were
prescribed. The UKMO model produces hourly spectra from an approximately 40 km
resolution grid which is then interpolated to the boundary of the POL coarse grid model.
The KULeuvenrMUMM implementation uses 6-hourly UKMO 10-m wind fields
standard distributed through the Global Telecommunication System ŽGTS.. Note how-

Table 1
Grid specifications

Northern boundary
Southern boundary
Western boundary
Eastern boundary
Resolution latitude
Resolution longitude
Grid ŽNX=NY.
a

Cartesian
KULeuvenrMUMM

Spherical
KULeuvenrMUMM

POL Žfine.

CMrGKSS
ŽWASA fine grid.

708N a
488N a
78W a
128E a
50 km
50 km
25=48

70.008N
48.008N
108W
108E
0.338
0.678
31=67

57.178N
48.508N
3.758W
9.258E
0.118
0.178
79=79

778N
388N
308W
458E
0.58
0.758
101=79

Approximate position on spherical grid.
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Fig. 1. Computational domain of the different model implementations.

ever that analyzed wind fields are taken when available Žusually every 12 h.. The winds
used for the POL implementation are the UKMO 0.997 sigma level winds from their
so-called sigma co-ordinate model. These winds were multiplied by a fixed correction
factor Ž0.92. and then input to WAM as 10-m winds. The WASA data set was obtained
by using winds supplied by the Norwegian Meteorological Office. More details on the
wind fields used can be found in ŽMonbaliu et al., 1997..
3.2. Comparison between model results and buoy data
Computed results were compared to each other and to the buoy and satellite data. In
Table 2, the locations of four buoys are specified. As a typical example, Fig. 2 shows
time series of the significant wave height ŽFig. 2a. and the mean period ŽFig. 2b. at
location k13. The relatively large differences in mean period between the model results
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Table 2
Locations of buoys
Station

Latitude

auk
k13
ym6
mpn

56823 59 N
X Y
53813 01 N
X
Y
52833 00 N
X
Y
52816 26 N

X

Longitude
Y

X

Y

2803 56 E
X
Y
3813 12 N
X
Y
4804 00 N
X
Y
4817 46 N

and the buoy data in Fig. 2b are to a great extent due to differences in the definition of
mean period. The model results displayed show Tmean s my1rm 0 , while the buoy data
present Tm02 s 6Ž m 0rm 2 ., where the spectral moment m i s HH F Ž f, u . f i d f d u .
Unfortunately, Tm02 is not a standard output parameter of the WAM model. Only the
WASA data set included the second moment period as output parameter. As is shown in
Fig. 2b, the comparison of this parameter with the buoy data agrees much better. It
should be remarked however that Tm02 is sensitive to the cutoff frequency Žboth in
measurement and in model. and might therefore not be the most suitable parameter for
comparison.
For the KULeuvenrMUMM implementation, a statistical analysis in terms of bias,
scatter index ŽS.I.. and root mean square error ŽRMSE. was done. The bias is defined as
the difference between the mean of the observations and the mean of the model results.
A positive bias therefore means an underestimation of the model in comparison with the
data. The RMSE is defined as the root out of the mean squared difference between
observations and model results. S.I. is defined as the ratio between the RMSE and the
square root of the product of the mean of the model results and the mean of the
observations. In Tables 3 and 4, the wave height statistics for the four buoy locations of
Table 2 are given for the month of February only and for the 6-month period October
1992–March 1993, respectively. These statistics indicate that the model performs well in
the more southern locations ym6 and mpn Žand even in k13., i.e., for the area of interest
of this model implementation. It has a considerably larger bias at auk Žunderestimation.,
confirming that this model implementation might miss energy that travels into the
domain through the open boundaries.
3.3. Comparison with satellite data
The significant wave height results for February 1993 from the KULeuvenrMUMM
spherical implementation of WAM were compared to data from the TOPEXrPOSEIDON satellite and the ERS-1 satellite Žaltimiter only.. TOPEXrPOSEIDON altimeter
data are off-line data ŽOPR.. The ERS-1 altimeter data are the so called ‘fast delivery
product copy’ ŽFD., which means that only a limited number of calibrations and
corrections of the data were performed by the ESA ground stations. This product is
intended for near real-time remote sensing applications, to be disseminated via low rate
data links. For significant wave height, and wave heights between 1 and 20 m, typical
accuracy of the ERS-1 radar altimeter is of the order of 0.5 m or 10%, whichever is
greater. The data were filtered Žobviously poor data were eliminated., and averaged over
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Fig. 2. North Sea scale intercomparison: Ža. comparison significant wave height model runs and buoy data, Žb.
comparison mean period model runs and buoy data.

eight neighbouring points along the satellite track. This corresponds to a spatial average
over about 50 km. The data from the TOPEXrPOSEIDON satellite, launched in August
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Table 3
Statistics Hs for KULrMUMM spherical model implementation model vs. buoy data for February 1993 Žfrom
Monbaliu et al., 1997.

auk
k13
ym6
mpn

Bias

S.I.

RMSE

0.39
0.10
y0.19
0.04

0.26
0.22
0.42
0.19

0.58
0.32
0.42
0.20

1992, contain measurements of the significant wave height and wind speed together with
longitude and latitude. Outliers were removed. The criterion for removal identified
consecutive measurements along the same track which differ more than 50% and more
than 100%. The measurements flagged for more than 100% difference were removed
automatically. The measurements that differed between 50 and 100% were retained.
Krogstad and Barstow Ž1999. indicate that the accuracy of the TOPEXrPOSEIDON
altimeter wave heights is similar to buoy data if the systematic bias is removed. The
ERS-1 FD altimeter data however display a higher bias and variance Žsee also
Queffeulou and Bentamy, 1997 and Cotton et al., 1997. and the accuracy is therefore
somewhat poorer.
Only data in the region 38W–108E and 518N–608N are included in the comparison.
Remark that the KULeuvenrMUMM implementation is in concept a model implementation for wave forecasts in the southern North Sea and is not considered to produce
reliable results in the northern part of the North Sea since there is no forcing applied at
the boundary Žsee also Section 3.1..
Each satellite measurement at a certain time and location is then compared to the
wave model output for the closest model point and model time. Fig. 3a and b show the
scatter plots of model vs. satellite measurement. In the figures no corrections have been
made to the satellite data. The overall agreement is reasonable, although the wave model
significant wave heights seem to be generally lower than the satellite observations. If
one takes into account calibrations functions given in literature Žsee Krogstad and
Barstow, 1999., which indicate that the TOPEXrPOSEIDON and the ERS-1 usually
underestimate the wave height, the agreement is less satisfactory, especially for the
ERS-1 data. In Table 5, the statistical variables bias, S.I. and RMSE for model and
satellite data with and without corrections are given. Although this comparison was only
done for a relatively small time period Ž1 month., and the statistical properties seem not
Table 4
Statistics Hs for KULrMUMM spherical model implementation model vs. buoy data for the 6-month period
October 1992–March 1993 Žfrom Monbaliu et al., 1997.

auk
k13
ym6
mpn

Bias

S.I.

RMSE

0.51
0.27
0.13
y0.01

0.28
0.27
0.30
0.30

0.66
0.42
0.40
0.37
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too satisfactory, it is in agreement with other studies in this area. Especially the lower
wave heights are underestimated by the model ŽOvidio et al., 1994; Luo, 1995.. It is
interesting to remark however that the model underestimation becomes relatively small
when compared to buoy data in the southern part of the North Sea Žsee Section 3.2..
3.4. Discussion
The main conclusion of the intercomparison exercise is that although there are
differences in the results, no implementation is obviously superior to the others.
Statistical parameters such as the scatter index and bias are comparable to values found
in the literature, at least for locations where the model implementation are intended to
produce reliable results. This implies that on a North Sea scale, differences in grid
resolution Žranging between 0.118 and 0.58 in latitude and 0.178 and 0.758 in longitude.
and differences in the bathymetry used, do not seem to be very important. Moreover, the
wind fields provided by meteorological offices ŽUKMOrDNMI. seem to be of comparable and good quality.
More details of the intercomparison exercise can be found in ŽMonbaliu et al., 1997..

4. Waves—coastal scale
4.1. Code enhancements
For use in coastal areas, some enhancements to the standard WAM-model are
required. These may be placed in one of the following categories:
Ø propagation scheme
Ø source terms
Ø inputroutput
Ø other.
A major problem for WAM-model applications at high spatial resolution in shallow
water used to be the restriction that the propagation time step must be larger than the
source term integration time step. In the present WAM-model, the small time step for
propagation, due to the Courant stability condition, necessitates a small time step for the
source term integration and consequently excessive and impractical computational times.
This restriction has been successfully removed ŽLuo and Sclavo, 1997..
Other items investigated under the propagation scheme category include:
Ø the use of an ‘octant’ scheme to reduce artificial energy loss near coasts ŽSclavo and
Luo, 1997.,
Ø tests of a scheme based on the Euler–Lagrangian formulation ŽZhang et al., 1999.,
Ø a propagation time step dependent on frequency, to further improve computational
efficiency, and
Ø improved stability for refraction calculation in the case of large depth gradients.
In the source term category, five different bottom friction formulations for pure wave
conditions have been implemented. Luo and Monbaliu Ž1994a. presented an extensive
overview of these bottom friction formulations together with an interpretation of their
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theoretical and practical differences Žsee also Luo et al., 1994b, 1996.. A routine to deal
with depth induced breaking based on the Battjes–Janssen theory has been added ŽLuo,
1995.. The nonlinear triad interactions have not yet been added to the WAM-model, but
might prove to play a considerable role in the redistribution of wave energy when waves
pass over sandbanks Žsee, e.g., Ris, 1997..
Additions and improvements to the input and output routines have been added for
high resolution applications. A coastal application will typically use a fine grid nested
into a coarser grid. To avoid rounding problems when comparing the location of grid
points, these are now defined with increased numerical accuracy. In the standard version
of WAM, boundary conditions are interpolated and stored before a fine grid run. Now
interpolation within the nested ‘fine’ grid run has been introduced, drastically reducing
the disk space needed. Radiation stresses, necessary for the coupling with hydrodynamic

Fig. 3. Scatter plot significant wave height KULeuvenrMUMM spherical implementation vs. Ža.
TOPEXrPOSEIDON data, Žb. ERS-1 data.
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Fig. 3 Žcontinued..

models, are now computed and the second moment period Tm2 , often an output from
buoys, can be included in the set of output parameters.
In the ‘other’ category, we find the use of a steady state detector to avoid unnecessary
computation when boundary conditions are kept constant in local applications. Luo and
Sclavo Ž1997. proposed and tested a new wave growth limiter. The specification of
depths in the shallow water table, used to estimate wave number, also needed adjustment
to resolve appropriately the depth range encountered in shallow water runs.
All these additions and changes to the code have been documented in ŽMonbaliu et
al., 1998a..
4.2. Application to the Holderness area
All the code changes implemented at POL by the end of 1997 Ževerything mentioned
in the previous section except the Euler–Lagrange method, the in-grid boundary
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Table 5
Statistics KULrMUMM spherical model implementation vs. satellite data for February 1993—Model and
satellite data are restricted to the region 38W–108E and 518N–6083N

Bias
S.I.
RMSE
a

Uncorrected
ERS-1 FD

Corrected ERS-1
ŽHs corr s1.099Hsq0.165. a

Uncorrected
TrP OPR

Corrected TrP OPR
ŽHs corr s1.1Hsy0.165. a

0.64
0.38
0.88

1.07
0.60
1.25

0.40
0.34
0.61

0.44
0.38
0.71

Correction from Table 1 of Krogstad and Barstow Ž1999..

interpolation and the large depth gradient refraction fix. were incorporated in the version
of WAM which has been implemented for the Holderness region off the east coast of the
UK.
This area is particularly appropriate for the assessment of shallow water modelling
techniques due to an experiment that was conducted through the winters of 1994r1995
and 1995r1996. During the experiment, several different wave measuring devices were
deployed at various locations and the spatial configuration of devices is shown in Fig. 4.
Of specific interest for fine scale modelling is the line of wavebuoys from N1 to N4
Žsee also Wolf, 1996; Prandle and Wolf, 1999.. Their positioning perpendicular to the
coast will enable spatial comparisons of modelled and measured physical processes such
as fetch limited growth, refraction and wave current interaction effects.
To date, the thrust of the modelling has been towards the first winter during which
the higher significant wave height events were measured by the buoys. The set up of
model grids used for this implementation is shown in Fig. 5, and consists of three
successively nested grids Žsee also Section 3.1 and Fig. 1.. The coarse grid covers the
UK continental shelf and has a resolution of approximately 36 km Ž‘POL coarse grid’..
At the boundary of this grid, wave spectra obtained from the UKMO operational Žsecond
generation. wave model are input. The nested finer grid has a spatial resolution of
approximately 12 km. Note that this grid resolution corresponds to the ‘POL fine grid’
of Section 3.1. Within this finer grid, the finest resolution 2.4 km grid which surrounds
the region local to the Holderness coast, has been implemented.
First results reveal that about 10% of the wave height observed near the Holderness
coast comes from swell travelling from the coarse grid boundary. Errors in the wave
data from the UKMO have been shown, in some cases, to account for 5% of the errors
in the waves modelled at Holderness. Through comparison with calibrated satellite wave
heights, obtained through the SCAWVEX program ŽHaug, 1997., it has been ascertained
that, in this location the UKMO wave model is underpredicting the energy in the
wavefield.
The winds that drive the model are obtained from the UKMO limited area model,
which produces hourly winds with a spatial resolution of about 50 km. These winds are
linearly interpolated to the WAM grid. The frequency of wind input has been shown to
be important. Fig. 6 shows the effects on the results of wind updates at intervals greater
than 1 h. For this example, 10 days surrounding the storm of 1–2 January 1995 were
computed on the 36 km resolution grid, without boundary input. Runs were made with
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Fig. 4. Holderness location map.

wind input at 1, 3, 6 and 12 hourly intervals and the results compared. Fractional bias
has been defined as the difference between the wave heights obtained for the run with 1
hourly winds and those for the 3, 6 and 9 hourly divided by the wave height for 1 hourly
winds. This formulation implies that, for the purposes of this study, we are treating the 1
hourly winds as truth. Using 6 hourly wind updates Ža practice frequent in operational
wave modelling and hindcast studies. results in a 10% underestimate of the wave height
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Fig. 5. Grid locations for Holderness computations.

of the largest waves. It is these large events that need to be modelled accurately as they
have the greatest impact in the context of coastal erosion and sediment transport. Note
that linear interpolation in time makes the results less accurate, since, if the 6 hourly
winds miss the peak of the storm then interpolation of this to hourly winds results in the
wind spending even less time near the maximum value.
Fig. 7 shows model results from the nested fine grid compared to wave height data
for buoy stations near the Holderness coast. The time period shown contains the storm
described in the previous paragraph and includes the largest significant wave heights
measured during the two winters of the experiment. Station N2 is about 10 km offshore
in water depth of 18 m and N3 is 15 km offshore at 30-m water depth. The results at N3
show good agreement with the buoy data, but it is interesting to note that there is a
periodic variation in the wave height at N2 that is not modelled correctly. Wavelet
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Fig. 6. Wave heights for hourly winds compared with 3, 6 and 12 hourly winds, averaged over the 36 km grid,
run for December 25, 1994 to January 5, 1995.
12 hourly; - - - - - - 6 hourly; P P P P P P 3 hourly. Hs
is in meters, adding bias and standard deviation in quadrature gives you RMS.

analysis shows this to be of approximately 12.5 h period so the effect is tidal in nature.
It is hoped that the future coupling of the model with a storm-surge model will shed
light on this issue, whether the effect is water depth or current related or, indeed an
artifact of the wavebuoy.
4.3. Other releÕant work
The shallow water version of WAM described in Section 3 above has also been
applied to the Belgian coastal area. The procedure of nested grids is similar to the
procedure used for the Holderness area, i.e., a coarse, an intermediate and a fine
resolution grid. As coarse grid the KULeuvenrMUMM spherical implementation grid
was used. The finest grid has a resolution of just over 1 km. The simulations showed,
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Fig. 7. Holderness simulation Žfull line. and buoy Žstars.: Ža. significant wave height at Station N2 Ž ;10 km
of the coast., Žb. significant wave height at Station N3 Ž ; 20 km of the coast..

next to good results, that the disk storage could be decreased in comparison to the
original WAM-Cycle 4 version by a factor of 20 or more due to the implemented in-grid
interpolation scheme. More details can be found in ŽMonbaliu et al., 1998a,b..
Other important work in terms of shallow water wave modelling in small scale
systems is the development of the so called K-model ŽSchneggenburger et al., 1998.. In
addition to a number of details addressing the needs for small scale computations, the
most important feature is the introduction of a nonlinear dissipation source function for
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whitecapping. This new formulation accounts for turbulent diffusion in the momentum
balance as key dissipation mechanism ŽRosenthal, 1989.. Nonlinear quadruplet and triad
interactions have been neglected so far in the K-model, but for some small scale
applications this might be justified.
5. Waves and tides
The final aim of the W-component in PROMISE is a framework for coupling of
spectral wave models with hydrodynamic models at coastal scales. This framework
should be flexible, allowing users to interchange models and, for example, use the
hydrodynamic model of their choice. This implies that changes to pre-existing model
codes should be minimal. The overhead in terms of IrO should also be limited so that
computational efficiency does not suffer. An important aspect of the coupling however
is a consistent treatment of shear stresses at the air–sea interface and at the sea-bed.
In the EU ECAWOM ŽEuropean Coupled Atmosphere–Wave-Ocean Model. project,
a framework to couple meteorological, wave and ocean models was developed for ocean
basin scales. At such large scales, different processes are important; e.g., feedback from
the ocean to atmosphere with sea surface temperature computed in the ocean model and
waves influencing the atmospheric boundary layer ŽWeisse and Alvarez, 1997.. In
PROMISE, the coupling is intended for coastal scales, where wave orbital velocities
reach the sea-bed, and with application to sediment transport in mind and therefore
requires a different emphasis. Experiments have shown that the interaction can have a
significant influence on waves and tides ŽWolf et al., 1989; Mastenbroek et al., 1993..
The wave generated component of the sea surface stress can be output by WAM and
can thus be used to drive the hydrodynamic model. For bottom friction, formulations
accounting for a combined wave–current field need to be introduced, in both the wave
model and the hydrodynamic model. Several theoretical models for the bottom friction
in combined wave current flows have been developed and advanced our knowledge of
wave–current interactions, e.g., Grant and Madsen Ž1979., Christoffersen and Jonsson
Ž1985.. However, these models were derived for a wave motion corresponding to a
single period wave. Only recently, Madsen Ž1995. has derived a model for turbulent
wave–current bottom boundary layer flows with wave motion described by its directional spectrum.
The above framework has been set up and is undergoing testing. A comprehensive
description of the coupling process and a sensitivity analysis of the calculated parameters to the coupling process will appear by the end of the PROMISE project. Some first
results can be found in ŽMonbaliu et al., 1998b..
6. Approximation of wave effects on SPM behaviour
6.1. Introduction
One of the main objectives of PROMISE is to quantify the rates and scales of the
exchange of sediments between the coasts and the near-shore zone. Providing a coherent
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and consistent treatment of the hydrodynamic processes will provide improved estimates
of bed stress for use in calculating erosion of sediment. The inherent computational
complexity of such a coupled treatment of waves, flows and sediment behaviour makes
it worthwhile to investigate the feasibility of simpler approaches to account for wave
effects on sediment behaviour. In the following Sections 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7,
such a parameterisation approach is discussed.
6.2. WaÕe influences on SPM behaÕiour
The behaviour of suspended particular matter ŽSPM. is generally modelled in terms
of advection and dispersion in the water phase, plus a formulation for the exchange
processes with the bed. Modelled hydrodynamic flows then provide the advective part of
the transport. Waves affect the behaviour of suspended sediment in various ways,
however.
First of all, waves affect the roughness at the sea surface. At shallow depths, for
example in the Southern North Sea, orbital motion results in a wave-induced contribution to the flow-induced bed stress. Obviously, this wave-induced contribution to the bed
stress does affect the erosion and sedimentation processes of the sediment at the bed.
Secondly, Stokes drift will result in a net displacement of a water particle during a
wave period. This net wave-induced horizontal displacement is in the direction of the
wave propagation. For decreasing water depths and increasing wave heightrwater depth
ratios this effect is increasingly counteracted by undertow, however, leading near the
coast to a net wave-induced transport in opposite direction. Given the variation of these
effects over the water column, these counteracting mechanisms represent a complex
process, which can only be fully accounted for by determining the combined wave- and
tide-induced current field. One such approach could be the determination of wave-induced longshore currents in the coastal zone. This would still only mean a first step,
though, as several vertical variations are still parameterised in this approach.
We note that within the water column itself, orbital motion does not contribute to
vertical transport or mixing.
6.3. SPM modelling on a regional scale
In pre-operational modelling of suspended sediment behaviour on regional scales like
the North Sea, and time scales of several months or beyond, the approach of determining
or even approximating a combined wave-current field and so derive the advective part of
the transport and the bed stress, is practically not yet feasible. It can be argued that
parameterisation of some of the wave-related contributions is the only approach as in the
characterisation of the regional behaviour of transport with grid sizes of several
kilometers they are by definition of subgrid scale. In such cases, the concept of
appropriate modelling asks for an approach in which the wave-induced process which
most strongly affects transport, or which is known with largest uncertainty, is addressed
first.
Within PROMISE, regional modelling of SPM behaviour and analysis of the uncertainties in the modelling approach, forcing data or inputs, are addressed by WLrDelft
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hydraulics ŽDH. and Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory ŽPOL.. For its modelling of
tide and winddriven hydrodynamics and sediment transport in 2D and 3D, DH applies a
dedicated curvilinear model grid covering the English Channel east of 28 and the North
Sea up to 578 N Žsee Fig. 8..
The model grid used is orthogonal curvilinear, and it was designed to meet the needs
of SPM transport modelling. Relevant features are: Ž1. a boundary fitted grid, Ž2. high
resolution of Dover Strait, Ž3. high resolution of offshore gradients, and Ž4. a coarser
representation of the central North Sea, as the latter area is considered to be of lesser
importance Žsmaller SPM concentrations and gradients.. Directly along the coast in the
SPM grid, grid cells are of the order 1.5–2.5 km in offshore, and 8–12 km in longshore

Fig. 8. WLrDelft hydraulics curvilinear SPM model grid.
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direction, with cell dimensions increasing to some 20–30 km in the central parts of the
model.
6.4. First step: waÕe effects on erosionr sedimentation
In the above modelling, with physical processes driven by tide and wind, the absence
of wave forcing is likely to have strongest effects on the representation of erosion and
sedimentation, that is, in the bed stress. Inclusion of wave effects here is seen as the next
major step to improve SPM modelling. As a first step to include waves, it was assumed
that the wave-induced bed stress could be obtained from an existing large grid regional
wave model for the area, and could be combined linearly with the flow induced bed
stress:

t s twaves q t flow

Ž 2.

The magnitude of the bed shear stress due to waves is related to the friction
coefficient by:

tw s

1
2

r l f w Ubg2

Ž 3.

where: f w : wave friction factor; Ubg : wave orbital velocity at the bed layer; r l : density
of Žsea-.water.
The bed shear stress, time averaged over half a wave period, is:

twaves s

1
4

r l f w Ubg2 ,max

Ž 4.

with:
Ubg ,max s

vH

Ž 5.

2 sinh Ž kh .

in which: Ubg,max : peak value Žamplitude. of the horizontal orbital velocity Žmrs.; v :
radial frequency Žs 2prT . Ž1rs.; k: wave number Žs 2prL. Ž1rm.; h: water depth
Žm.; H: wave height Žm.; T : wave period Žs.; L: wave length Žm..
The wave length L, wave period T and water depth h satisfy the dispersion relation

v 2 s gk tanh Ž kh .

Ž 6.

The wave friction factor f w is defined according to Soulsby ŽSoulsby et al., 1993.:
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with the Nikuradse roughness length Ž k s . given by the White Colebrook formulation:
ks s

12 h
10 C 2 D r18

Ž 8.

C2D is the Chezy
´ coefficient. In this simplified approach to determine the wave-induced
bed stress, significant wave height, significant wave period and wave length are the
relevant parameters required in the positions of the SPM grid.
6.5. The regional waÕe model grid
All wave models of Section 3 cover the area of the SPM model, with grid sizes
varying from some 12 km ŽPOL-fine. to 50 km ŽWASA, KULeuvenrMUMM.. The
WASA model has the advantage that a historic hindcast data base of 40 years of wave
data is readily available.
A practically relevant point is how to bridge the difference in resolution between the
available WASA wave data, and the detail of the SPM grid. Just using wave data from
the nearest point in the WASA grid would be suboptimal in the coastal zone, as this
would not account for the effect of decreasing depths toward the coast, local shielding
effects, and further growth.
The approach applied in PROMISE consists of deriving wave parameters at the
detailed SPM grid from those on the WASA grid, using shallow water growth functions.
The applied transformation method accounts for varying wind directions, decreasing

Fig. 9. Principle of wave transformation for a sheltered coastal point Žthe radius of the circle is only to guide
the eye..
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depths toward the coast, and shielding effects caused by the land Žfetch limitation.. As
such, it is a method to account for subgrid scale effects deterministically.
6.6. Transformation methodology
For offshore SPM grid points surrounded by four WASA grid points, a simple linear
interpolation is used. For other points, the nearest upwind WASA point is determined,

Fig. 10. Significant wave height on December 18, 1994, 0300 h based on information from the nearest WASA
point.
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and a connecting ray is established. Subsequently, shallow water growth curves are used
to transform the wave conditions from the WASA point to the SPM point. In case the
ray crosses land, the effective upwind distance will be used as effective fetch length. In
all cases, wind data from the nearest active WASA point is used.
In practice, the above method is applied per direction sector Žfour sectors. and per
SPM point, with relevant data stored in a look-up table. We note that a distinction is
made between swell waves and wind sea waves, as only the latter are transformed using

Fig. 11. Significant wave height on December 18, 1994, 0300 h computed with the present transformation
method.
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this technique. Taking account of the wind direction, the effective distance from WASA
point to SPM point is added to the fetch appropriate for the given sea waves at the
WASA point. This is input to well-known growth functions, by which the wave
conditions are transformed, in one or more steps along the schematized bottom profile
Žsee, e.g., Hurdle and Stive, 1989..
For sheltered SPM points, no active WASA point is found, and the distance to the
coast is computed from a further refined direction classification Ž16 directions., enabling
to establish an effective fetch. Fig. 9 illustrates this principle.
For these latter positions, a fetch-limited growth curve is used to compute the wave
condition, assuming zero depth at the coast.
For a further and detailed description of the approach, see Van Vledder Ž1997..

Fig. 12. North Sea wind field on December 18, 1994, 0300 h.
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6.7. Comparison of results
The transformation method was applied to all WASA North Sea results for the year
1994. As an example, Fig. 10 shows the significant wave height for December 18, 1994,
0300 GMT on the detailed SPM grid, obtained by taking the values from the nearest
WASA grid point. Fig. 11 shows the wave field using the present transformation. The
wind direction at the time is roughly toward north-east, with magnitude 10–15 mrs Žsee
Fig. 12.. The results in Fig. 11 clearly show that application of the transformation leads
to significant improvement, as the characteristic influences of wind variations, shielding
effects and wave attenuation toward more shallow water are obviously present in Fig.
11, while the results in Fig. 10 are of a more regional scale of resolution. For the wave
period, similar results hold. Along the deeper open boundaries numerical artifacts occur
Žsee Fig. 11. which made us exclude these points from the transformation in the
applications.
The above results give the authors confidence that in regional SPM modelling as
discussed above, the above parameterisation is a feasible and efficient way to account
for first order wave effects in models for SPM behaviour on regional scales like the
North Sea. Detailed comparisons with more sophisticated approaches including coherent
and consistent treatment of the hydrodynamic processes are needed, however, to
estimate the magnitude of the errors introduced by the more pragmatic approach given
above.

7. Data needs
Data needs for the evaluation and improvement of wave model performance Žwave or
coupled wave–current model. may vary from the far field to the near field. Far field
wave data might be needed for assimilation of swell waves. Improved model performance can be obtained even if both spatial and temporal coverage as well as data
informationrcomplexity is limited. On the other hand, for coastal regions Žnear field.
data needs are much more demanding. Here it is necessary to know the directional wave
and current field in detail, such that significant variations in both space and time can be
detected. The model resolution should reflect this as well. The information from time
series at isolated locations close to the coast is of ‘limited’ value for model evaluation if
it is not supplemented by measurements of model calculated parameters Žwaves and
currents. covering the whole area of interest or at least a large part of it. Moreover, it is
necessary to know andror to measure other parameters which have an influence on the
model calculation results, e.g., the bathymetry, with the same amount of detail.
In line with the above, part of PROMISE concerns the bringing together and
dissemination of data from mainly national research campaigns, supplemented by
remotely sensed data and data from models. In addition to the already existing German
‘ZISCH’ and UK North Sea Project data sets, the following new data sets will be
included in the PROMISE data bases.
Ø Holderness Coastal Experiment: Holderness, on the east coast of England, has 30
km of 20 m high cliffs of boulder clay which are eroding on average at about 1.7 m per
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year, supplying 10 6 m3 of sediment to the North Sea. The experiment with deployments
in the winters of 1993, 1994 and 1995 aimed to measure the processes causing erosion,
suspension and transport of sediment away from the coast. Included is a substantial
wave and current data set from various instruments Žbuoys, current meters, pressure
sensors, HF and X-band radars. describing wave evolution within about 30 km of the
coast ŽWolf, 1996; Prandle et al., 1996..
Ø Spanish CoastrBay of Biscay: This data set comprises oceanographic model and
experimental data for the Bay of Biscay Ž438N to 488N, 108W to 08W. for the period
November 1995 to March 1996. Most of the data were obtained from Clima Maritimo’s
oceanographic data base, into which there is a continuous input of model and experimental data. The rest of the data have been obtained from, or derived from data obtained
from other sources. The Cantabric Coast of Spain is an open coast with an extremely
narrow continental shelf, so that coastal dynamics depend strongly on open sea
conditions. Numerical model grids for waves and circulation in the coastal region must
include a large part of the North Atlantic.
Ø Sylt-Rømø: These experiments in the German Wadden Sea area will provide a
comprehensive data set on the main determinant hydrographical and meteorological
parameters for sediment dynamics over several months, especially during storm events.
Measurements include wind, wave and current measurements, and this on different
locations and with a range of measuring instruments, next to a number of other
parameters, such as salinity, not directly needed for studying wave–current interaction
processes. The main hypotheses for testing are that wave action is the main erosion force
in the bight over most of its area and that storm events mainly contribute to the steady
loss of sediment in the bight.
Ø French coast will provide data on currents and sediments in the English Channel;
the data are from measurement campaigns at two different locations in the English
Channel, namely at Merlimont and at Dunkerque; measurements include currents, waves
and suspended matter.
Ø Remote sensing data ŽJenkins et al., 1997.: In this report, we note the SAR data
used in the wave modelling, but also the NOAArAVHRR reflection data representing
the patterns of surface SPM concentrations on the regional scale of the North Sea.
The different dynamical conditions at the experiment locations provide valuable data
to test pre-operational dynamical models in widely varying situations.

8. Conclusions
The WAM-model was chosen as the wave model to be used in the PROMISE project.
The intercomparison exercise of different implementations on a North-Sea scale showed
that the model performance is acceptable, especially when taking into account implementation specific limitations, and can be considered ‘state of the art’ in deep and
intermediate water depths areas. It could also be concluded that on this scale the
implementation differences did not lead to significant differences in model performance.
For shallow water applications the WAM model required extensive enhancements.
The enhancements realised not only considerably reduce the computational time needed
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Žremoval of restriction on integration time steps., they also include additional physics
Žbottom friction, depth induced wave breaking., improved numerical stability and
accuracy Žlimiter, propagation scheme, shallow water table. and revised inputroutput.
First results from the shallow water version of WAM applied on a 2.4-km grid off the
Holderness coast are encouraging and suggest that interactions with tides are significant
here.
The characteristic influences of wind variations, shielding effects and wave attenuation have been represented by a pragmatic and efficient approach to include wave effects
in SPM modelling on regional scale. Further research with more sophisticated approaches including a consistent integrated treatment of the hydrodynamic processes, has
to investigate the accuracy and acceptability of such a pragmatic approach.
The data sets that will be disseminated through the PROMISE project include data
sets available from mainly national research campaigns supplemented by data from
remote sensing and model data. These data sets are expected to provide useful
information for the community to test their models.
Work in progress addresses the development of a framework to dynamical coupling
of wave models with hydrodynamic models. This framework will be flexible and robust,
and will limit the overhead with respect to computational requirements.
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